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• 
oromote regulatory reform and liberalize areas such as retail 
trade, telecommunications, transport, labor markets, and financial 
markets, as well as to reduce industrial and agricultural 
subsidies, imorove tax systems, and improve labor-force skills 
through educaèion and training. • 

17. we welcome the major contributions of the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) in identifying 
structural policy challenges and options. We encourage the OECD 
to strengthen its surveillance and review procedures, and to find 
ways of making its work operationally more effective. 

THE INTERNATIONAL TRADING SYSTEM 

18. The open world trading system is vital to economic prosperity. 
A strengthened General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) is 
essential to provide a stable framework for the expansion of trade 
and the fuller integration of Central and Eastern Europe and 
developing countries into the global economy. We reject 
protectionism in all its forms. 

gl› 	
19. The successful outcome of the Uruguay Round has the highest 
priority on the international economic agenda. Consequently, we 
stress our determination to take the difficult political decisions 
necessary to achieve far-reaching, substantial results in all areas 
of the Uruguay Round by the end of this year. We instruct our 
negotiators to make progress and in particular to agràe on the 
complete profile of the final package by the July meeting of the 
Trade Negotiations Committee. 

20. We confirm our strong support for the essential broad 
objectives of the negotiations: reform of agricultural policies; 
a substantial and balanced package of measures to improve market 
access; strengthened multilateral rules and disciplines; 	the 
incorporation of new issues of services, trade-related investment 
measures, and intellectual property protection within the GATT 
framework; and integration of developing countries into the 
international trading system. 

21. As regards agriculture, achieving the  long-term objective of 
the reform of agricultural poliCies is critical to permit the 
greater liberalization of trade in agricultural products. 
Experience has shown the high cost of agricultural policies which 
tend to create surpluses. The outcome of the GATT negotiations on 
agriculture should lead to a better balance between supply and 
demand and ensure that agricultural policies do not impede the 

gl› 	effective functioning of international markets. 	We therefore 
reaffirm our commitment to the long-term objective of the reform, 


